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NO. 18

Student Questions Dominate Conference

Q - By what funds was the
Alumnae House built, and how
(monetarily) is it funded? Who
is allowed to stay there?
B.C.
A - The following information
was given b\ Mr. George Bristol, Director of College Relations:
The Alumnae House was purchased by the State in 1908, when
Dr. Jarman, then President of the
College, moved there.
The Alumnae Association pays
for all utilities and upkeep on the
House.
Only Alumnae and official
guests of the College are allowed
to stay there.

News
Briefs
Food Prices
George Meany, president of the
American Federation of Labor
and Congress of Industrial Organizations, called for direct
Government controls of food and
agricultural products. He warned
that workers would require substantial wage increases this year
if food price increases were not
halted. At a news conference Mr.
Meany said he was not optimistic
that the Nixon Administration
would succeed in stopping the
sharp rise in food prices.
Propelled by the largest onemonth increase in grocery prices
on record, the Consumer Price
Index rose sharply in January,
the Labor Department reported.
Higher prices for all major categories of take-home food-meats,
poultry, eggs, fresh fruits and
vegetables and milk - more than
offset declines in prices of women's clothing, used cars, tires,
furniture, houses and some home
furnishings.

By JEAN TATE
Topics ranging from the closing of tables in the dining hall to
the cost of recruiting students
were among those discussed at
Dr. Willett's press conference
last Tuesday.
Dr. Willett opened with the announcement that a student teaching center will be established in
Fairfax. This is the first time
that Longwood has gone into the
Northern Virginia area, and was
made necessary by the increase
in the number of student teachers
next year over the number in the
past.
Another announcement con cerned the appointment by Governor Linwood Holton of Mrs.
G. W. Whitehurst to the Board
of Visitors. Mrs. Whitehurst is
the wife of Congressman Whitehurst from the second district.
They have both been on campus
previously when Congressman
Whitehurst, formerly Dean of
Students, was a judge in the Miss
Longwood Pageant and also when
he gave a commencement address
several years ago.
Dr. Willett also mentioned that
visiting committees from four
accrediting agencies will be on
campus March 4-7 due to the
periodic revaluation and reaccreditation of the college, specifically the academic program.

Table Closings

Mr. Joseph Carbone, Director of Dining Services for A.R.A.
Slater, proceeded with an explanation of various reasons why
tables are closed and the procedures for closing tables. Tables
are closed when it has been indicated that less than 100 per cent
of the student body will be in attendance at any meal. Athletic
team trips, class field trips,
students taking classes at Hampden - Sydney, sororities eating
meals in their chapter rooms,
and students involved in play production during regular mealtime
all affect the number of students
who will be present in the dining
hall at a meal.
"We are almost within a few
percentage points able to predict
the number of students for any
given meal," explained Mr. Carbone. To get the percentage of
Prosecution Aided
tables to be closed, the number
Governor Rockefeller told a of tables needed at a given meal
Senate Subcommittee that the is divided by the total number of
prosecution of criminals had been tables in the dining hall. The reaided, not hindered, by laws giv- sulting percentage of tables to be
ing newsmen the right to keep closed on each of the three dining
their sources confidential.
areas - the main floor, balcony,
and basement. There are ten
Magazines Fined
tables set up at each meal with
A court in Paris fined three everything but the food on them
magazines $2,176 each for print- in case of a miscalculation in the
ing detailed accounts of the guil- number of students expected at a
lotining of two convicted mur- meal or some other unforeseen
derers November 28. The court reason. Mr. Carbone stressed the
imposed the fines on Express, fact that there is a seat in the dinParis-Match and Special Derni- ing hall for anyone who wants to
ere for breaking a law that pro- eat at a meal.
hibits printing anything about
In response to a question about
executions except the bare facts whether classes will be susreleased by authorities.
pended the Monday following Easter, Dr. Willett replied that this
(Continued on Page 8)

year it would not be possible to
have that Monday off since Easter was so late in the year.

Birthday Dinner
Another question concerned the
mandatory dress requirement for
birthday dinners. Dr. Willett answered that birthday dinner is
not written into the college's contract with A.R.A. Services. "It's
something that they supply as a
plus, and once a month it doesn't
hurt to dress up. This question
was raised a year ago, and the
students voted that they did not
want to forego the birthday dinners," he added.

Recruiting
The question was raised concerning the cost of recruiting students, particularly the visit on
campus of students from Northern Virginia on the weekend of
February 18. The visit was an
effor to boost recruiting and an
attempt to influence students who
had not yet decided to come to
Longwood. Dr. Willett explained
that since the students used
dormitory rooms, it did not cost
the college anything for their
board. The meals they ate also
were provided for in the college's
contract with Slater to serve
meals to prospective students and
their families.
The availability of financial aid
was also discussed. Dr. Willett
said, "We don't control the
amount of financial aid money
available. For institutions of our
size there's more suplementation
scholarship money available than
at any state institution in Virginia. The money is there and it's
being used and it's simply a matter of not meeting standards over
which we have no control."
A discussion of the administration's policy of looking at
grade distribution followed. Dr.
Willett stated that no professor
has ever been pressured in lowering grades. But, he added, there
is no educational institution that
does not check or review grade
distribution. In most cases it's
done to see if grades are unreasonably low.
In answer to a question asking
why students who are on financial aid are allowed to have
cars on campus and join sororities, Dr. Willett said that each individual has to make a judgment
about what is more important,
and it a student wants to make
sacrifices and join a sorority,
then it's up to her. He also added
that since public transportation
is not what it should be, a student sometimes needs a car.

"Narcotics List"
When asked about a supposed
list on campus of suspected narcotic users, Dr. Willett replied
that no such thing as a list of suspected narcotics users exists.
Related questions concerning
procedures for search, search
(Continued on Page 6)

President Willett answers questions during last week's press
conference.

Student Handbook Changes
Concern All Three Boards
The Legislative Board con- dinner, special dinners, and
tinued its review of the Student birthday dinners. The Residence
Board defined it as dresses,pant
Handbook during two meetings
suits,
and coordinated slacks and
last week. Special emphasis was
blouses.
Other attire such as
upon Residence and Judicial
jeans
or
cut-offs will not be
Board changes.
One such Res: lence Board allowed.
Next Cindy Crisp, chairman
change concerned the Self-Reguof
Judicial
Board, presented her
latory hours. If students do not
Board's
proposed
changes for aptake their week end duty, they
are required to make it up. If proval. Under Stealing in the
the student fails to make this handbook stolen items will now
duty up, she will be given a week include taking food from the dinend campus starting the following ing hall as well as the other items
Friday at 6 A.M. and ending the listed in the handbook.
On the topic of Judicial Board
following Monday at 6 A.M.
Searches this Board may search
Also, students wishing to
leave campus after curfew Sun- a student's personal property
day through Thursday for an which includes the student's car.
overnight trip must have special The inclusion of the student's car
permission from her Head Resi- as personal property disturbed
dent before signing out. One of several Board members and they
the most important reasons for spoke out against it. Cindy said
the Board's approval of this that this was a law so the Judicial
cliange was the fact that it was Board could uphold it. Since it is
difficult for students to always a so called "law of the land" stuget in contact with their parents. dents' cars may be searched
Residence Board inserted a without their permission, if the
penalty intotheOpenHou.se Regu- car is parked on campus or on
streets adjacent to the rumpus.
lations. If a guest violates the
Another proposal concerned
alcohol rules, they may be denied
the
protection of students on triaL
access to the campus. Also, the
When
a trial is continued over a
hostess may lose her open houv
period
of time, the student maybe
visitation privilege. All of these
advised
to spend the night in the
proposals were approved by Leginfirmary.
The Anal decision will
islative Board.
Many minor Residence Board be left to the Dean of Students.
changes were approved by Legis- While the student Is In the infirmlative Board, hor instance, doors ary, she is allowed to liave a
of residence halls maybe used I.. friend to stay with her. This rule
exits after 6:15 P.M. These doors was reworded into this form so as
may not be used as entrances. The to give the student an option bemain purpose of this revision was tween Itaylng In the infirmary or
i
rbe Legislative
to allow students freedom to leave i
hoard
also
approved
these reguand at the same time maintain
lations,
safety in the residence halls,
Returning to regular LegislaA second proposal was in I
form of a reminder to inhabitants tive board business, the Board
of residence halls. This was to decided to name their fund ral say that stray animals were pro- log |
Help Out. This prohibited in residence halls asweii
ni order ti
as pets.
disa
tudenti Of our
A third revision concerned the
campus. Ttieir first means ol
definition of acceptable attire collecting money will be a cookwhich was required for Sunday
utinued on page 6)
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"Both
Sides
yy
Now
Whenever any sort of question of student concern arises on campus, everyone has their readymade opinion on the situation, all the facts - no
matter what source they may have come from and the belief that what they have to say is the absolute truth. In the process, however, a certain
amount of basic consideration is lost - consideration for the other side, consideration of all the
circumstances
Rumors have a fantastic way of springing up
at Long wood, and no matter what basis there is for
them, it isn't long before we're all aware of the
latest "controversy." Often as not, the rumor is
little more than the result of someone's imagination. By the same token, there are also instances
when fact is the basis. Yet in any case, once misinformation becomes the foundation for opinion, an
attitude of mistrust and animosity develops. Rather
than take the time to look for facts, personal
opinion becomes a matter of absolute personal
integrity - and no one is willing to change their
view or admit they may have been wrong for fear
it will be a "blow to their image."
We pride ourselves on the level of communication we have here, communication between students, students and faculty, students and administration. Communication cannot exist, however,
without give-and-take on both sides, whoever may
be involved.
It cannot exist when rumors run rampant and
no one takes the time to look for the facts. It cannot
exist when, even though a particular situation may
be cleared up, no one bothers to delve a little
deeper and find out why such rumors began in the
first place. It cannot exist when suspicion and anger
overpower reason and understanding. Above all,
consideration of both sides of any situation, and all
the facts and circumstances involved is important
- without it, the "fine art of communication" is
lost
Over the past two weeks, I have received requests to print letters to the Editor without names,
and letters with pseudonyms in place of names.
As was pointed out in my statement of policy at the
beginning of the semester, no letters to the Editor
will be printed by THE ROTUNDA unless they are
signed.
DEBBIE

EtiimfotWCMtr
Question Of Equality
Dear Editor,
I am seriously concerned with
the problem in the administration's hesitation in the issuing
of a grant to the Afro-American
Student Alliance. Is it still a
question of equality in the "restrictive south"? I have consulted
my parents and a law student
and they too are questioning the
hesitation's implications.
I have heard the story of the
civil war many times. Was the
administration absent so many
years that they didn't hear the
result? Or are you still absent
now?
Signed,
Laura J. Creed

Alliance Approval
Dear Debbie:
In response to the several
questions that have been raised,
this letter is to acknowledge
officially the approval of the
constitution of the Afro-American Student Alliance as a recognized campus organization.
We certainly welcome the organization and wish it every success in the years ahead.
Sincerely,
Henry I. Willett, Jr.

Freshman Production
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administration

a frequency of high grades being
distributed in their respective
courses. This is undesirable, of
course, lest these courses appear
too easy. Other teachers maybe
notified that their grade distribution was generally too low, thus
giving the impression of being
difficult courses.
This is one of the most ridiculous and unfair charades conducted at this college. I need not
remind a student that a grade in
a course is representative of an
evaluation of her achievement,but
the administration has certainly
overlooked the true meaning of
our efforts (or lack of them).
The process of evaluation has
been turned into a farce or rationing out of grades. The tragic
element in this situation (and in
numerous others) is that our purpose for being here is misconstrued. Instead of a concern with
our academic and learning
achievements, this college puts
its emphasis at all times on projecting a certain image of Longwood for the public. It is a pitiful condition and leaves much to
be desired when our learning is
in fact being stifled. Could it be
from fear that if we were allowed to think, we as students might
see things as they really are?
I suggest that from now on
honest facts be delivered to students and faculty. We are mature
people who certainly deserve this
right. From now on, there must
be a total concern on the part of
the administration for the students' college career and future
Editor's Note:
use of their education, because
The following letters were our future is what is being toymisprinted in last week's ed with.
ROTUNDA. They appear below
Thank you,
in their correct form.
Carla Sleight

Nagle will be performing. The
Nagles have been heard in New
York City, in the East, South
and Midwest in recitals, lecture
recitals, on radio and television
and as soloists with chamber
orchestra.
Proceeds from this benefit will
be donated to the International
Music Fund and wiU be designated to the Braille Music Project.
This Project was inaugurated in
1959 and initially centered around
the blind musician. Today the
scope of the Project has expanded
to include services for the partially sighted through large print
text and music, dictation to persons or into tapes, children's
songbooks, band orchestral music, and the transcribing of theory
and musicology texts.
Tickets for the benefit concert
are being sold for $1.50 and you
may purchase them by sending a
check to the above address or by
seeing Mrs. Kidd in Wygal Music
Building. Checks may be made
to: Sigma Alpha Iota.
If you can come to the concert
we would appreciate your support. If you cannot attend, donations may also be sent to the
above address and checks made
payable to: Sigma Alpha Iota.
Won't you support us in this
endeavor to aid those less fortunate than ourselves through
music.
Sincerely,
Janet Gilliam
President

Dear Editor:
A sprecial thanks goes to you
and your staff for not only the
write up about Freshman Production but also for your review.
When a group of people can
join together and work together
to produce something that is
worthwhile for others to share, Grade Determination
a certain amount of caring shows To the Editor:
through. Thanks goes out to you
for seeing through us and reA question was raised this
laying the hard work and caring past semester as to whether or
to those who could not attend the not some teachers were recogperformance.
nized by the administration as
Blue and White Love,
having given too many high
Melissa Johnston
grades, or in some cases, low
grades. The reply to this question stated that no such thing
Sigma Alpha lota
existed on this campus.
I would like to inform the stuDear Editor:
On March 6, 1973, at 7:30 dent body that unfortunately such
p.m., Gamma Kappa Chapter of a "policy" does exist, and I wouM
Sigma Alpha Iota will be spon- also' like to know why we were
soring an International Music misled.
It is not unusual for some
Fund Benefit Concert in the Recital Hall, Wygal Music Building. teachers to receive word that
Duo-pianists, Alice and Arthur the administration has noticed

Community Services
To Whom It May Concern:
Students for Community Services would like to have your
assistance in conducting a clothing drive. We would like to begin
the drive February 16 and continue it through Monday, February 26. There is a great demand for children's clothing (infants through adolescents). These
clothes will go to needy families,
flood victims, etc., in this area.
So, if at all possible, please advertise the drive accordingly.
We are operating under the
assumption that you would like
(Continued on Page 6)

Sigma Alpha lota
Presents Piano Duo
Alice & Arthur Nagle

Miss Bishop and Dr. Flynn unpack a painting of Chester Sully
for upcoming exhibit.

Founder's Day Features
Sully Exhibit Opening
Founders Day Week End will
feature the opening of a special
exhibit of the works of Thomas
Sully, an American Artist of the
nineteenth century. The exhibit,
March 16 until April 22, sponsored by the Friends of the Thomas
Sully Gallery, the Longwood
Foundation, and the Department
of Art, is also supported by a
matching grant from the National Endowment for the Arts and
the Virginia Commission for the
Arts and Humanities.
Sully, who was born in England in 1773, emigrated to South
Carolina with his parents in 1792.
After an unsuccessful period as
an apprentice to an insurance
broker, he studied painting with
his brother-in-law, who was a
miniaturist. Later he moved to
Richmond where he studied with
his brother, Lawrence, also a
miniaturist.
The years between 1805 and
1810 were ones of travel and study
for Sully. He first moved to New
York, where he was commissioned to do portraits of actors and
their friends, and from then to
England, where he studied with
Benjamin West and Sir Thomas
Lawrence for nine months. It
was during this period that Sully
acquired his techniques and understanding of the fundamentals
of composition.
As a result
his works have rich colors, sensitivity to line, and a controlled
but free brush strokes.
Sully moved to Philadelphia
in 1810 where he remained for
the rest of his life. He served as
President of the Philadelphia
Academy of Fine Arts and was
acknowledged as an outstanding
portrait painter in the tradition
of Gilbert Stuart.
Longwood College first became interested in the works of
Sully due to a gift from Mrs.
Jeanne Sully West of Buckingham
County. Mrs. West has long admired the College and wished "to
do something for young people."
It was to this end that Mrs. West
presented several paintings by
the artist and a monetary gift to
the College for the purpose of
creating a museum-gallery to
enrich the art program at Longwood and perpetuate the name of
Thomas Sully. An organization
called the Friends of the Thomas
Sully Gallery was created to help
achieve this goal. The members
of the Friends of the Gallery include people from the college
community and surrounding area.
The Friends of the Gallery
have been working in connection
with the Longwood Foundation
to secure monies needed to construct the gallery. One of their
major means for promoting this

project is the exhibit which will
open during Founders Day Week
End. The show will feature the
works which are owned by Longwood as well as a number of portraits and subject paintings which
have been loaned from other
sources, including private collections, the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the National Portrait Gallery of the Smithsonian
Institution.
The supporters of the gallery
consider one of their most immediate goals to be acquainting
Longwood students, faculty and
staff with the drive to raise funds
for the gallery. In conjunction
with the opening of the exhibit
posters will be offered for sale
to members of the college community. Those interested in the
gallery may contact Miss Barbara L. Bishop, Chairman of the
Art Department or Mr. George
Bristol, Director of College Relations.

McGinley and Dent
Publish Studies In
Respective Journals
By JEAN TATE
Dr. Patton H. McGinley, the
Radiation Security Officer for
Longwood College, has recently
had a paper published in THE
PHYSICS TEACHER. The paper,
published in the February 1973
issue, deals with the interaction
of radiation with tissues. If fast
neutron therapy is as effective as
has been estimated, then the potential for curing a large number
of cancer cases per year exists.
Dr. McGinley received his
B.S. from the Georgia Institute
of Technology, M. S. from Rutgers University, and Ph. D. from
the Georgia Institute of Technology.
An article by I. B. Dent,
"Teaching the Geography of Africa South of the Sahara," has
been published in the latest
issue of THE VIRGINIA GEOGRAPHER, Journal of the Virginia Geographical Society.
This article, focusing on Subsaharan Africa, is designed to
aid the upper elementary,junior
high, and high school teacher who
lacks a well rounded background
in African studies, and needs to
know how to obtain additional information and teaching aids for
the classroom.
Mr. Dent, Assistant Professor of Geography, received
his B. S. from the University of
Virginia and M. A. Ed. from
East Carolina University.

The Gamma Kappa cliapter
of Sigma Alpha Iota at Longwood College presents their
second annual Benefit Concert.
Alice and Arthur Nagle, duo
pianists will perform March 6,
1973 at 7:30 P.M. in Wygal Recital Hall, Longwood College,
Farmville, Virginia.
The duo has been acclaimed
by Paul Hume of the Washington
Post as being "an extremely
musical pair whose style is as
sound as their playing is easy
and convincing." Sydney Dalton of the Nashville Banner comments that "Their playing gave
one the feeling that they were not
merely entertaining the listeners
or exploiting their virtuosity but
were earnestly concerned with
the music and what the composer
had to say. At the same time they
were expert performers with sufficient technical grasp to put all
the duo-piano literature within
their reach."
Alice and Arthur Nagle met
while studying piano with Edwin
Hughes and continued their study
of the two-piano repertoire with
Nadia Boulanger and the duopianists Gold and Fizdale.
This husband and wife duo has
shown great interest in contemporary literature and their
programs often include works
written especially for them.
The Nagles have been heard
in New York City, in the East,
South and Midwest in recital,
lecture recital, on radio and television and as soloists with chamber orchestra.
Sigma Alpha Iota, a professional honorary music fraternity
for women, is sponsoring the
benefit concert for the Braille
Music Project. The tickets will
be $1.50 per person.
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Marilyn Monroe is among those portrayed in
Reality."
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'Images of

Artmobile Exhibition To Be
At Longwood, March 12-16
February 21, 1973 — A Virginia Museum Artmobile exhibition, entitled "Images of
Reality," will be seen here March
12 through noon of March 16.
According to an announcement
made by Professor Barbara Bishop, Chairman of the Longwood
Art Department, local sponsors
for the visit, the Artmobile will
be located at the Bedford Building parking lot during its stay in
the area.
The exhibition, as the name
implies, offers a look at the various realist movements in art
through a display of 15 paintings
and prints from the Virginia Museum's permanent collection.
Artists included in the selection
range from Andrew Wyeth to Andy
WarhoL
In the development of art
throughout the ages, it has been
historically evident that artistic
movements have occurred somewhat in sequence, one succeeding
another and then fading, to be re-

placed by still another. In many
instances, a new movement has
been a continuing advancement of
the one it succeeded, carrying a
particular style somewhat further. Others have been complete
departures from earlier styles.
One of the fascinating aspects
of twentieth-century art is that
several major art movements
exist simultaneously, providing
artists with maximum freedom
of expression and providing viewers with an extremely broad
spectrum of styles and talents
for their viewing enjoyment.
For those in this area who
have expressed a preference for
realistic art, the "Images of
Reality" exhibition promises to
be a special treat. Viewing hours
for the Artmobile will be from
9 a.m. to 12 noon, and from 1p.m.
to 5 p.m. There is no admission charge.
For additional information,
telephone 392-3045 Tuesday and
Thursday evenings from 7 to 9.

North
Carolina
ARTS
FESTIVAL
April 13-15
1973
Now accepting submissions
for its Arts Festival issue of
the CORADDI.
Those appearing in the publication will be critiqued by a
panel of distinguished writers
and poets.
Mail submissions (short stories, poetry, and essays) to:
Elizabeth Lustig, Editor
Coraddi Arts Festival
University of N. C. at
Greensboro
Elliott Hall 205
Greensboro, N. C. 27412
Please be sure to put your
name and return address on
each page.
Submissions must reach us by
March 12,1973, to be eligible
for the arts festival issue.

"Peer Gynt" To Be Presented,
Dr. Patton Lockwood Directs
By BRENDA TUNE
During Founder's Day Week
End in March, Longwood students
will have the opportunity to view
one of the most unusual plays ever
presented by the Drama Department. Directed by Dr. Patton
Lockwood, rehearsal for Henrik
Ibsen's "Peer Gynt" has been
in progress for three weeks.
The play has a large cast of
41 actors who must convincingly
portray an array of 125 characters ranging from harem dancers, to asylum inmates, to trolls.
An ensemble will be utilized to
handle the multiplicity of parts.
The part of Peer Gynt will be
portrayed by Rick Vaughn, last
seen in "The Prime of Miss
Jean Brodie," and a past re-

cipient of the Best Actor of the
Year award at Longwood. The
three major female leads, in
order of appearance, are Kathe
Catozello, Jo Noseck, and Elizabeth Harkey.
Technically, the production
will be quite unique since a conventional set will not be used.
Most of the action will take place
on a rake stage of circular platform with steps on one side.
Poles will also be used to add
linear effect. The set will be
enhanced by projections on a
cyclorama designed by Mr.
Springer of the art department.
Music by Grieg has been adapted
for the play.
"Peer Gynt" will be presented in Jarman auditorium March
15,16, and 17 at 8 p.m.
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Grad Program: Growing With Longwood
By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
Graduate school is one of the
many opportunities open to students upon graduation from college. Whether a student goes directly into graduate school or
waits several years, an advanced
degree should be considered by
all undergraduates,
Loogwood'fl Graduate Program
currently offers degrees of Master of Science in Education and
Master of Arts in Education.
Areas of specialization include
supervision, early childhood education, guidance and counseling,
English, and history. The program Is designed to provide capable students opportunities for individual Inquiry and to prepare
qualified school personnel tor assuming leadership roles in education.
"Graduate education in the
state is controlled to the extent
thai all graduate programs must
have their approval," commented
Dr. Blackwell, Dean of the Col. The state council does not
«aAl duplication in graduate programs throughout the state." The
need for theprogrmsmust justify
the cost," Dr. BJackwell ad
"i)ur program is inexpensive because it is small and we are
able to offer courses taking advantage Of undergraduate faculty." Graduate education is generally more expensive becau
the socialized faculty, smaller
classes, and the need for more
library facilities and laboratories.

a cooperative program with the
University of Virginia. By 1954
the college had proposed a graduate program leading to the Master of Arts and Master of Science
degrees to the State Board of
Education. Longwood was authorized to grant master's degrees beginning in August, 1955,
and awarded its first degree in
1956.
Longwood currently lias about
one hundred students taking graduate courses, with a few people
in the English program taking
work on a full-time basis. Of the
full enrollment during the tenweek summer session, one-third
consists of graduate students.
The Graduate Program is open
to both men and women and is
pledged to a non-discriminatory
policy concerning race or religion. "Longwood is heavily integrated with about thirty per
cent of the graduates being
black," noted Dr. Blackwell.

Qualifications
Admission to the Graduate Program is granted to any individual who meets the following qualifications:
1. Has United States citizenship
or lias an appropriate study
permit from the Department of
State.
2. Has Bachelor's degree from a
college or university accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools, the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher
Education, or other regional
History of Program
agency.
Longwood was first authorized 3. Has an academic aptitude for
graduate work, which is deto grant baccalaureate degrees
termined
principally from the
in 1916. Graduate instruction beapplicant's undergraduate
gan in the summer of !952 as

record. Normally, the applicant should have a cumulative
overall grade point average of
at least 2.5 on a 4 point scale.
The grade point average required in the major may be
higher. Applicants may be required to take the Graduate
Record Examination or submit letters of recommendation.
4. Has submitted an application
for admission and appropriate transcripts to the Dean of
the College.
Undergrad Opportunity
"One unique feature of Longwood is that we permit seniors
to be admitted conditionally and
take up to six hours in graduate
work," Dr. Blackwell stated.
Such credit may be earned only
in 500-level courses, A student
must have a "B" average in his
major, be recommended by the
chairman of his major department and receive approval in advance from tlieGraduateCounciL
Degree Requirements
Thirty hours of graduate work
are required for a master's degree. Full time graduate students can only carry twelve hours
each semester or during the summer session. Writing an acceptable thesis is mandatory in certain degree programs, optional in
others. Proposal of the thesis
topic should show how the thesis
will further the student's educational development by developing
research or other skills that will
help him in his particular field
of study.
It should also enable him to
pursue independent work. The
thesis proposal is formulated by

the student in consultation with
his advisor and submitted to the
department for approval according to normal departmental procedures.
Tuition is determined for both
full time and part time students,
based on a charge of $25 per semester credit hour for Virginia
students and $35 per semester
hour for non-Virginia students.
There are various other fees involved with completing a program
of study such as a binding fee, diploma fee, matriculation fee, and
special examination fees. These
vary with the status and individual student.
All graduate students in the
Longwood Graduate Program
either major or minor in education. Therefore, all graduate students are required to complete a
core program of nine semester
hours in education and educational psychology. The core program meets the Virginia State
Certification requirements and
makes it possible for a teacher
with two or more years of experience and holding a Collegiate Certificate to raise that certificate to the level of Collegiate
Professional Certificate and the
Postgraduate Professional Certificate.
Admission To Program
Policy and admissions are determined by the Graduate Council, which is made up of faculty
members from each department
that offers a degree. "Until the
present year, the Graduate Council operated informally. As a result of our self-study, the Council is on a more permanent and
formal basis," Dr. Blackwell
explained. Applications for grad-

uate study are reviewed by the
Graduate Council in January,
May, and August. The Dean of the
College notifies applicants of the
Graduate Council's action.
Programs Offered
Longwood has three departments of instruction which offer
programs. The Department of
Education, Psychology, and Philosophy offers three specialized
programs leading to the Master
of Science degree in Education.
One of these is designed to prepare the student for supervisory
work in public school; the second is designed to prepare the
teacher who is already certified
in elementary education as a
specialist in early childhood education. The last program of specialization is designed for those
who wish to prepare themselves
for positions as guidance counselors at the secondary level.
The Department of English offers only a thesis program for
graduate study leading to the degree of Master of Art in Education. All graduates in English must write a thesis and successfully complete the comprehensive examination given by the
English department. The History
and Social Science Department
offers only a thesis program of
graduate study in history leading
to a degree of Master of Arts
in Education. All graduate students majoring in history must
write a thesis and defend it in a
one hour oral examination.
In discussing the graduate program Dr. Blackwell commented,
"Although a number of our graduates have been successful at
Longwood, the general principle
is to go somewhere else (for
graduate study) for the variety of
experience."

Friedan, Gray
Featured Speakers
At Washington & Lee

Don Cooper performs during Friday night conference.

Gentle, And Jazzy Don Cooper
Performs At Longwood
By BARBERA RADFORD
Much to my surprise, performers do not materialize in the
dressing room, but fly in airplanes and must be picked up at
airports. So, last Friday morning, Nancy and Sheila, from the
Student Union, cut class, went
to Richmond to get Don Cooper
and meet Livingston Taylor.
Both men, including their sound
man and bass player turned out
to be charming people. Liv Taylor
said he would rent a car, and Don
would ride with us. "It feels
like spring here," was the first
thing Don told me. He had left
4 1/2 feet of snow and the temperature was 8 degrees below
in Vermont, his home state. All
the way back to Farmville, he
whistled a new song that he had
just written, "The Buck Rolls
On". He promised he would perform it at the Student Union's
concert Friday night.
Don first became interested
in music in the fifth grade when
he moved to Milwaukee and met
a friend whose brother owned a
ukelele. "It was always there
so I played with it a little, and
learned how to play it,'* Don
said. For Christmas that year,
he was given one with a song
book. Two years later, he received a baritone ukelele, which
he practiced in the style of the
then popular Kingston Trio.
His first guitar was painted
green, with a white border, and
had strings about one-half inch
of the neck. He just couldn't
play it, so he returned to his
baritone uke. He began to compose songs about his lost loves,
but never seriously considered
them worth singing.
He went through various periods of musical imitation-blues,
rock and roll, folk, and finally
evolving his own style in college.
He attended the University of
Missouri, where he majored in
English, "In case I couldn't make
it in music I could always fall
back on teaching English." He
played in bands and bars, never
taking his music seriously, yet
enjoying his music more than
anything else he did.
During the spring break of his
senior year, Don and a friend
went to New York. "It was always
in my mind, that if I got a contract I would stay, if I didn't I
go back. Well, I got a contract."
Don stayed in New York, developing his style, writing his own
music, and recording.
Don now lives in an old hunting
cabin with no heat, no running
water, or electricity. He said
he was reaUy interested in the
Transcendentalists, and Emerson's essay "Self-Reliance" was
basic philosophy he shared.
"We pay other people to do
things for us that we could do

ourselves," he said. "We have
to work hard to be consumers,
so other consumers can be consumers." He had discovered
rapidly, once he moved to the
wilds of Vermont, that many
things that he had depended so
heavily on others to do, could
be done with little effort.
"We have to learn to utilize
our energies in forms of creativity," he said. Don Cooper did
admit that, "It's time I start
listening again. It's been a year
and a half with no TV, radio,
or phone. I'm going to have to
get electricity up there."
In concert Friday night, Don
Cooper sang with gentleness, W.
B. Yeats poem with music, "Wandering Angus." He rendered a
ditty written by a friend of his,
who drives a bus, "Step Away".
His songs spoke of the daily life
he lived, "this song is about
living with someone 24 hours
a day." But he was always conscious of the life around him, as
evidenced by "Bless the Children" and the original song,
"The Buck Rolls On." Even a
whimsical "Blueberry Pickin'"
song was in evidence during his
hour long concert.
Audience reaction was favorable. Susan Clark, watching the
concert from the ceiling, said,
"I liked what he was saying
through his songs." His voice
was flexible and ranged from
gentle to the jazzy blues song
of Guy Mitchell's "Singin' the
Blues." "Hiked his music, too,"
Susan said.
After the concert, Don said,
"I'd like to come back, if I'm
invited. The audience was really
great."

Wheels
Monticello
Charlottesville
March 3
9:30 am - 5:30 pm
Box Lunch
Provided
Call 2-5475
For Information

From the RING-TUM PHI
Two more speakers were announced for Contact '73 at W&L.
They are Betty Friedan, author of
THE FEMININE MYSTIQUE, and
L, Patrick Gray, currently acting
head of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. They will speak on
March 1 and March 6 respectively.
Ms. Friedan is best known as a
leader in the feminist movement.
Her earliest contribution to the
movement was her book THE
FEMININE MYSTIQUE, published in 1963 and after five years
of research and work. She first
became conscious of the problems facing women in a maleoriented society while attending
Smith College. In THE FEMININE MYSTIQUE she brings to
light the difficulties women encounter in a society which caters
to the male sex and how that society is re-enforced in its male
chauvinism by the media.
In 1966 Friedan organized the
National Organizalion for Women
(NOW). The purpose of this group
has been defined as the attempt
to bring women into American society on an equal footing with the
status already enjoyed by the opposite sex. Ms. Friedan continued in her crusade by leading
various feminist strikes and protests in 1970.
L. Patrick Gray is the successor of the late J. Edgar Hoover
as head of the FBI.
Gray has held several administrative positions with various
governmental branches. When
Nixon was Vice-President, Gray
was a member of his official
staff. With the return of Nixon
in 1968 he appointed Gray executive assistant in the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.
Since then he has also been head
of the Civil Rights Division of the
Justice Department.
Gray hopes to maintain the high
standards set by Hoover for the
FBI and at the same time bring
the Bureau a fresh outlook. For
example, he would like to see a
larger number of minority groups
recruited into the department.
He also intends to expand the
role of the FBI in combating
America's drug abuse problem.
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Livingston Taylor sings to "great audience."

Livingston Taylor Exhibits Both
Charm And Talent In Concert
Livingston Taylor's child'
like charm captured the imagination of Longwood's audience
Friday night at the Student
Union's concert. His tousled
blond curls reflected the lights
of the stage, as he grinned and
played his way into the hearts
of the Longwood girls.
The many sides of Liv Taylor were exhibited in his concert. He sang songs as, "Hallelujah, I Love Her", "Six Days"
and "Satisfied Mind." His whimsical side was exhibited in "Some
where over the Rainbow" from
his favorite movie, THE WIZARD
OF OZ. "Rubber Duckie" from
Sesame Street, was a gentle rendition that made a big hit with
the girls.
He showed his versatility by
playing the guitar, banjo, and for
an encore the flute. He was accompanied on bass bv Walter
Robbins. Liv said, "Sometimes
Walter plays notes so beautiful

that I can't believe it."
Does it bother Liv that James
Taylor is his brother? "Wedon't
do the same thing," he said. "He
plays big halls, and I like to be
with my friends and only tour on
week ends. I love toplaylive.but
don't have to leave home to record. There's no discrimination
between recording and playing
live."
He loves songs about Carolina
because he was raised in Chapel
Hill, and "The word sounds
great."
Music is his life and his avocation. "I enjoy doing it more
than anything else. I'm particularly pleased when the audience
likes what I play," Liv said.
Liv tripped off with some
frienls to the Red Lyon for a
beer, leaving me with these
words, "The audience was great.
I love it." Liv Taylor, they love
you.

POW-MIA Bracelets
Can Be Donated
For 'Peace Monument*
By JEANNIE ENGLAND
What are you going to do with
your POW-MIA bracelets now
that the war is over? Send them
to Mrs. Ellen M. Ewing so that
they can be melted down and
made into a "monument to lasting peace.''
Harold R. Balaz, Jr., a sculptor, has offered to design and
construct the monument at no
cost and necessary arrangements
to have the bracelets melted
down have been made.
The nickel plated or copper
bracelets serve as a reminder
of American servicemen held
captive or missing in Indochina
and bear the name of the POW
or MIA with the date of his
capture or missing.
According to Mrs. Ewing, a
flattened bracelet wrapped in
notebook paper and placed in an
envelope can be mailed for only
eight cents for Bracelet Peace
Movement, Box 2203, Spokane,
Wash. 99210,

For Sale
8-TRACK TAPES - Super Hits,
Golden Oldies, Top Artist. $3.50
to $6.00. Why pay more? See Lisa
Dixon or Aubrey Young.

The Charlie Byrd Quartet in Concert
Jarman, March 1, 7:30 p.m.

THE GOOD ONES
DESERVE IT

LANSC0TT
GIFT SHOP

NOMINATE
FOR FACULTY
RECOGNITION
AWARD

MOUSTACHE MUGS
SORORITY
STATIONERY & MUGS

NEWMAH'S
WINTER CLEARANCE SALE
SWEATERS, SKIRTS, DRESSES
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Members of Legislative and Residence Boards consider handbook changes.

Leglislative Board
(Continued from page 1)
ie sale.
Bobbsie Bannin, Chairman of
Legislative Board, brought to the
Board's attention that Debbie
Waldron was resigning as Chairman of Students Activity Fees
Committee in order to devote her

full time to Residence Board. It
was moved and passed to accept
Jane Chalkley, a member of the
committee, as an apprentice to
Debbie Waldron for one month.
After her apprenticeship, Jane
will assume the duties as Chairman of this committee.

Students For Community
ServicesContinue Drive
By JANE BLOODWORTH
The Students for Community
Services will still welcome any
contributions of clothing, although the clothing drive, conducted from February 16-26 is officially over.
Any students interested in
making contributions should contact Dea Alexander, coordinator
of the "clothing closet", Sara
Frederick coordinator, or Mr.
Stonikinis, instructor in Sociology.
According to Dea, the "clothing closet" distributes clothing
to anyone in need of it in the
community. This often includes
areas as far away as Burkeville.
Vista plays a great part in recommending families to the
"clothing closet". Children's
clothing is the primary need at
the present.
I'he clothes are stored in the
building located across the street
from die campus school. According to Dea, the building could be
used for other purposes as well,

but it lacks a heating system.
There are also no racks in the
building on which to hang the
clothing. "We do not have any
means of sorting the clothes",
said Dea. "We are hoping that
some guys at Hampden-Sydney
would make racks
for us".
"Students for Community Servies" was organized in the academic year 1970-71 by students
from Longwood and HampdenSydney. It is any attempt to organize different philanthropic
groups, and give them a focal
point from which to work,
"Students for Community Services" is divided into five areas,
with a coordinator for each area
from each college. The areas
are: tutoring, clothing closet,
recreation, housing, and care
for the elderly. Mr. Stonikinis
is the advisor for this campus.
Other current projects of the
organization include entertaining
at Convalescent Homes, caring
for shutins, and collecting toys
for the various Day Care Centers
throughout the area.

Press Conference
(Continued from Page 1)
warrants, Judicial Board decisions and trials and information
placed on permanent records
were asked. Dr. Willett said that
a student's room may be searched
without her presence, although it
is advisable that she be present.
He added that if any tangible evidence of narcotics is found, a
search warrant is necessary if
the evidence is to be used in a
court of law. However, a search
warrant would not be necessary
if disciplinary action on campus
is to be taken, or if a Judicial
Board trial ensued. Dr. Willett
remarked that, "We've never
had a judicial conviction upheld
by a review committee and an ultimate suspension except where
there was tangible evidence of a
narcotic involved." But he added
that the courts have upheld suspensions of students where student honor courts and judicial
boards have found narcotics without using a search warrant. He
also said that if a student was
suspended for a narcotics vio-

lation, and then returned later to
complete her degree requirements, no notation indicating the
reason for her suspension would
be placed on her permanent record. Her final academic record
would only indicate that she was
not in attendance during a certain session.

Letter To Editor
(Continued from page 2 )
to participate in this type of
thing because of past expressed
desire to do so. We appreciate
any help we can get and want
to give all the assistance possible.
If at all possible, furnish your
own collection centers. If any
help is needed in this area please
contact Sara Frederick or Dea
Alexander at 392-8604 or 3928659.
Sincerely,
Sara Frederick and
Dea Alexander
Students for Community
Services

U.Va. To Host
Economic Advisor
Presidential economic advisor
Herbert Stein will keynote a two
day conference on U. S. foreign
trade policy at the University
of Virginia next month.
Dr. Stein will speak on "The
Making of Foreign Economic Policy" March 9 at the conference
on "The Process of Formulating
United States Foreign Trade Policy" sponsored by the University's John Bassett Moore Society of International Law and the
American Society of International Law. The conference is
scheduled for March 9 and 10.
Other authorities taking part
in the conference's panel discussions range from Kenneth W.
Dam, Assistant Director of the
U. S. Office of Management and
Budget to the executive vice
president of the Independent Petroleum Association of America
to the economic counselor of the
Japanese embassy in Washington.
Dam will moderate a discussion of the process of formulating
0. S. foreign trade policy.
Analyzing the positions of both
government and business, the
panel will discuss conflicts
between national and international interests.
Speakers for the panel program will include Ambassador
William D. Eberle, U. S. Special
Representative for Trade Negotiations; labor economist Stanley
H. Ruttenberg; Professor Gordon Tullock of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, and Eugene Rossides,
lawyer and former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Department.
National security as a policy
objective will be reviewed from
the perspective of the oil import
program in another panel session. Minor S. Jamerson, executive vice president of the petroleum organization, will join William T. Slick, Jr., public affairs
manager of Exxon Company, in
speaking on the costs and benefits of restraining trade.
The panel will analyze the
reasons behind U. S. adherence
to a restricted trade model of
foreign policy, assessing the
desirability of current strategies
and objectives. Professor Joseph
G. Bell of Duke University law
school and Felix P. Rossi-Guerrero, minister counselor of the
Venezuelan embassy, will also
address the oil imports panel.
A similar panel will question
the protecting of U. S. industries
from foreign competition, using
the textile industry and voluntary
restraints as a focus. The panel
will identify the objectives of U.
S. programs and judge their effectiveness.
Sol Stetin, president of the Textile Workers Union of America,
and R. Buford Brandis, director
of the international trade division
of American Textile Manufacturers Institute, will present labor
and management viewpoints on a
panel including Yutaki Nomura,
the economic counselor of the
Japanese embassy, and Professor Carl Fulda of the University
of Texas law school.
The John Bassett Moore Society, named in honor of the late
Judge Moore, was founded in 1951
as the first international law society at a major university. Past
symposia sponsored by the organization have included "The
World Population Crisis: Policy
Implications and the Role of the
Law," Foreign Investment in
Latin America: Past and Future
Trends," both of which were
distributed on videotape by National Education Television.
The Society plans to publish
the proceedings of the upcoming
symposium later this spring.

In response to student questions, the following information concerning I. Percentage of
grades given, and II. College Expenditures, was
released by the Assistant Dean of the College
and J. H. Paul, Business Manager, respectively.
I. Following is a summary of the percentage of the grades
given in the past several years.
A
16.1
16.2
17.1%
18,
15.6%
18.7%
18.8%

January, 1967
June, 1967
January, 1970
June, 1970
January, 1971
June, 1972
January, 1973

B
41.7%
39.4%
39.6%
41.3%
37.8%
39.5%
39.1%

C
32.7%
34.7%
29.9%
28.8%
31.8%
29.8%
28.1%

D
. 5.3%
6.9%

E
1.1
1.5
2.1

7.8%
8.3%
7.8%
8.8% 2.7',

W or
Inc.
3.1'V
1.3%
3.4'r
1.3%
3.3%,
0.7%
2.5%

The January 1973 percentages are based on a total of 11,429
grades.
II. Educational and General Expenditures and Percentages
as Compared to John Dale Recommendations: 1969-70.

Total 001
Total 002
Total 003
Total 004
Total Instructional
Total 005
Total 006
Total 007

Grand Total 01

1969-70%
14.18
60.71
3.51
2.57
67.03
0.59
6.30
12.14

JOHN DALE
RUSSELL
RECOMMENDATIONS
15.00%

60.00%
3-4.00%
5-6.00%
16.00%

100.00%

100.00%

01-General Administration, Student Services and General
Expense
02-Instruction - Regular Session
03—Instruction — Summer Session
04-Organized Activities Related to Instructional Departments
Total Instructional
05—Extension and Public Service
06-Libraries
07-Physical Plant

Margaret Mead Lectures
On Behavior Control
Reprinted from
CAVALIER DAILY
By GEORGE LYON
Anthropologist Margaret Mead
will highlight a series of programs at the University focusing
on issues of behavior control
and manipulation in areas from
television commercials to skyjacking. The series will take
place next month.
Mrs. Mead, who has written
and lectured on topics ranging
from primitive people to education, will speak on "The Family"
in the premier session of the
series March 5. She will participate the following afternoon in a
half-day seminar on the roles the
family and the school play in
shaping a child's behavior.
Panel Discussions
The seminar will include panel
discussions on "the unruly or
problem child" and "the regulation of dress and conduct: the

state, the school, and the family." Programs are set for each
Tuesday in March and will include
several authorities discussing
"the legitimacy of behavior control as it relates to the consumer and to the deviant, and on
the ethical and social issues involved in attempts to manipulate
human behavior."
The program scheduled for
March 13 will focus on "Behavior Control and the Consumer." The main thrust of the discussion will center on television
drug commercials. Esther Peterson, former consumer adviser
to President Lyndon B. Johnson
and currently consumer advisor
to the president of Giant Food
Corp., will lecture on "Consumerism: A New Code."
Mark O. Hiebert, Chairman of
the Board of Sterling Drug Co.,
will participate in an afternoon
panel discussion on "Advertising Goals and Techniques."

SHORT OF MONEY?
The Best Buys Are At

CHUTE'S
ROCHETTE'S
FLOWERS SAY IT BEST!
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Colleges In
The News
President's Term Limitei
The Board of Trustees of
Evergreen State College inOlympia, Washington, recently adopted
a policy setting the maximum
length of 12 years for a president
of the institution. The policy provides for appointment of the college's chief for not more than two
six-year terms. The president
will be reviewed annually and his
contract will be renewed for six
more years, if the board desires.
After the fifth year of the first
six-year term, the trustees will
undertake a comprehensive on
and off campus review to determine if a second six-year term
should be offered. If a second
term is granted, annual reviews
will be conducted by the board
until the 10th year of service.
At this time, the trustees will begin searching for a new president.
At the end of the 12-year term,
or if the president is not reappointed to a second term, he
will be offered a faculty position.
Students Enjoy Variety
According to the director of
food services at Skidmore College, Jean Aikens, students are
more adventurous in their food
tastes than they were five years
ago.
Some of the food they have
tried recently and liked are beef
burgandy, seafood newburg, spinach with onion rings and vegetables with special sauces. Miss
Aikens tries to change menus
regularly. Dinners consist of
two entrees, three vegetables,
three salads and three desserts.
This year 50 students signed
up for a vegetarian diet. Miss
Aiken said that they are trying to
offer alternate dishes for such
eaters.
They have a refrigerated
salad bar, so they offer a minimum of three salads, cottage
cheese, four types of dressing
and yogurt, with lunch and supper.
Last year the dining halls
featured a Hawiian luau and
served chicken waikiki, Hahilau
(baked fish) and ham and pineapple shish kebabs.
Term Paper Replaced
Instead of doing a term paper,
Dr. William Hendley's poverty
economics class at Hampden Sydney decided to do a radio documentary.
Late in the semester, the project was begun with background
work of the poverty in Prince
Edward County. Research was
begun and many questions were
asked.
The first part of the documentary began when local social
welfare authorities were interviewed.
Richard Jacobs, Pat Crawford and John Gayle began to
piece the documentary together
after all the information was
gathered.
Listening to interviews and writing script filled
many hours before the recording could begin.
According to Dr. Hendley,
"I think it is a useful kind of
project.
For some things a
documentary catches more
than a term paper. It communicates a kind of immediacy
that is, especially in the subject of this project, very important.
"Poverty and What's Being
Done in Prince Edward County"
is the name of the program and
may be aired over WWHS in the
near future.

Nanette Fisher goes up for rebound against Radford Saturday.

Longwood Varsity Basketball
Rallys Over William And Mary
By LYNNE JOHNSON
Despite the injury of two starters in the varsity game, Longwood used all her players and
rallied to a 58-29 rout over the
College of William and Mary.
Longwood outscored William
and Mary in the first and second quarters, 12-5 and 13-7 to
give them a comfortable 25-12
lead at the end of the first half.
Third quarter was the biggest
quarter for Longwood as they
tallied 22 points while William
and Mary only scored 10. Longwood came out on top at the final
buzzer with a big win 58-29.
Bee Johnson and Diane Minor
were the team's leading scorers
with 13 and 12 points respectively. Dottie Bohannon was also
in double figures with 10 points.
Despite being injured and leaving the game Nannette Fisher
was the leading rebounder with
il rebounds.
L.C. shot 37% (10-27) first
half and 39% (12-33) second half
while William and Mary hit 27%
(6-23) and 17% (5-30).

Three Longwood players were
in double figures with Dottie Bohannon being the team's leading
scorer with 18 points. Bee Johnson and Debbie Carneal had 10
points apiece.
Diane Minor and Bernie Stanley
were the leading rebounderswith
7 rebounds.
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48-43.
Ring Committee
Gay Harrington and Diane Jones
Chooses Company
were the team's leading scorers
with 14 and 12 points respecFor Class Of 75
tively. Diane Jones was also the
By SHARON CURLING
leading rebounder with 11 re"We
feel we made the best
bounds and Donna Johnson had 9.
Longwood hit 29% (11-38) and decision," responded Becky Jef30% (9-25) while Radford was ferson, ring committee chairman, when asked about the se33% (8-24) and 28^ (8-28).
These wins upped the Varsity lection of Jenkins as the company
record to 7 wins and 4 losses to do the rings for the class of
and the Junior Varsity to 8 wins •75.
and 2 losses.
Selected over Jostens and
Balfour, J. Jenkins Company was
picked to do the rings because of
Swim Team And
their prices and services offered.
Becky commented about the
Fencers Come
selection saying,"One particular
Up Victorious
feature that seemed to impress
the committee was that if you
By PETTIS BOWLING
can't meet with Mr. Edmunds, the
ring representative, either to
The Longwood College Swim order for repair or resizing, all
Team won its last meet of the you have to do is go down to
season, defeating Westhampton Martin the Jewelers and they
65-48.
will wrap and send the ring to
Beryl Dixon won the 50 and Mr. Edmunds free of charge.
100 yard backstroke competiThe rings that will be offertions. First place in the 100 and ed are the traditional, filigree,
200 yard freestyle races went to top seal (similar to last year's
Mary Benson, as did the number regency) and a new oval dinner
one spot in the 100 individual med- ring designed by the Ring Comley.
mittee.
Pam Walker took first in the
Orders will be taken the lat50 and 100 yard breast stroke
ter part of April and will be anraces, with Robin Walmeyer do- nounced by posters.
ing as well in diving and 100 yard
The ring committee is combutterfly competition.
posed of Becky Jefferson, chairThe 200 yard freestyle relay man; Beth Skinner, Carol Korsli,
was won by Debbie Acker, Mary Dee DeeHulvey,Mariette Zucchi,
Benson, Pam Walker and Robin Karen Goins, Jamie Pritchard,
Wallmeyer for Longwood.
and Susan Smithy.
Coach Callaway also mentioned that the second and third
places the team gained were inCATALYST
strumental in the over-all victory, and commended the team on
those efforts.
Mon.-Thurs.
The Longwood fencers defeated Radford last Wednesday night
7-9 PM
by the score of 7-2.
Joyce Miller, winning 3-0,
392-6326
finished her regular season collegiate competition undefeated.
During her bouts against Radford
fencers, she allowed only one
touch.
Susan Ferguson won her
match 2-1, with Robin Fekerty
having an equal score.
Longwood's second team also
won, posting a final score of 6-3.
Emily Pispeky scored 3-0, followed by Dana Hutcherson, who
tallied 2-L
The win gives the fencing
team an overall collegiate record
of seven wins against one loss.

Longwood's Junior Varsity put
five players in double figures
as they handed Roanoke's J.V.
a smashing 81-19 loss.
First quarter Longwood held
Roanoke from scoring for the
first three minutes and took a
15-3 lead. Longwood outscored
them 19-3 second quarter and
took a dominating 34-6 lead at the
half.
Second half, Longwood scored
a total of 47 points while Roanoke
had only 13 points and went to
an outstanding 81-19 victory to
bring their record to 6 wins and
1 loss.
Longwood shot 38% (14-37)
first half and 46% (20-43) second
half as compared to Roanoke's
20% (2-10) and 23% (4-13).
Diane Jones was the leading
In the J.V. game, Longwood
started out slow first quarter and scorer and rebounder with 17
were behind 9-7. Longwood then points and 13 rebounds. Feda
limited William and Mary to only Sutton, Donna Johnson had 15
one field goal second quarter and points and Gay Harrington had 12,
took a 13-11 lead at the half. while Debbie Jenkins scored 10.
Second half, Marcia Handley
Radford
piayed tight defense and intercepted the ball to score 10 ofher
Longwood captured two wins
13 points in the third quarter. In Saturday as they traveled to Radthat quarter Longwood ran all ford College.
over William and Mary by outLongwood's Varsity game was
scoring them 24-8. Then L.C. a close one until the fourth quarstayed ahead with a dominating ter as Longwood outscored RadMcCraw Class
lead to take the 49-26 victory. ford to give them a 67-52 win.
Diane Jones and Marcia HandFirst quarter Longwood and
ley were the game's leading scor- Radford stayed in close conteners with 14 and 13 points re- tion as they exchanged leads with
spectively. Diane Jones was also Longwood taking a slight twothe leading rebounder with 14. point lead. At the half Longwood
Longwood only shot 15% (4-27) liad a 29-26 lead.
first half as compared to WilThird quarter Longwood startliam and Mary 16% (4-25). Long- ed to pull away by outscoring
With
wood hit 44% (16-37) second half Radford by 4 points, and then held
while William and Mary was only them to only 11 points fourth
Jesse Jones Sausage
24% (5-21).
quarter as they scored 19 points
to give them the 67-52 victory.
"All You Can Eat"
Roanoke
Nannette Fisher andDottie BoRoanoke College, sparked by hannon were leading scorers with
Leona Hudson, who scored 29 20 points each. Nannette Fisher Saturday, March 3, 1973
points, beat Longwood's Varsity was also the leading rebounder
Basketball team 60-55.
with 11 rebounds.
5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
First quarter Longwood and
Longwood hit 32% (11-34) from
Roanoke both scored 16 points the floor first half as compared
and Longwood outscored Roa- to Radford's 43% (10-23). Second
FARMVILLE UNITED
noke 16-11 to give them a 32- half Longwood hit 38% (14-37)
METHODIST CHURCH
27 lead at the half. Roanoke and Radford was 27% (8-29).
scored 20 points third quarter,
Longwood's J.V. made it two
Social Hall
held Longwood to only 5 points wins with a 48-43 win over Radand went ahead 47-37. Even ford. Longwood and Radford staythough Longwood outscored Roa- ed close in the first half as Long- Adults - $1.50; Children
moke 18-13 in the fourth quarter wood had a 11-9 lead first quarUnder 12 - 50C
it wasn't enough for the win and ter and a 24-19 lead at the half.
Roanoke won 60-55.
Third quarter Longwood limited
Free Cotton Candy For
First half, Longwood shot 52% Radford to only 5 points as they
(13-25) from the floor and 3.
scored 12. Despite Radford outKiddies
(9-24) second half while Roanoke scoring Longwood 19-12 in the
was 46rt (12-26) and 54%(13-24). fourth quarter, Longwood won
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Illegal Fur Sales
The Justice and Interior Departments in Washington announced the cracking of the largest illegal animal fur-selling
operation ever uncovered, involving 33 defendants - 14 companies and 19 individuals. One of
the companies, Vasely Forte,
Inc., a New York fur sales firm,
pleaded guilty to buying more
than 12,000 illegally imported
skins.
"Old Ironsides"
Repairs are soon to begin on
"Old Ironsides" - the historic
frigate USS Constitution - but
visitors may continue to go on
board until April. In April, the
Ship will be dry-docked for more
extensive repairs, and for two
years visitors will only be abl»to see artifacts from the ship
in a nearby museum,
German Security
Chancellor Willy Brandt's government was threatened with a
scandal over security leaks after
disclosure that the Soviet Embassy in Bonn received secret
papers about military exercises
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. German sources said
tin1 embassy received the documents from sources not identified but quickly returned them
to the German government.
Bombings In Athens
Bombs, allegedly planted by
opponents of the Greek military
regime, yesterday destroyed the
car of a US Air Force enlisted
man and damaged a car belonging to a US Navy petty officer.
No injuries were reported. The
explosions are the latest in a series aimed at the Athens-based
military community.
Thieu
President Thieu said February
23 that he welcomed the truce
in neighboring Laos as "complementary to the cease-fire in
Vietnam." "I hope this could
eventually consolidate peace in
South Vietnam," he said at an
impromptu news conference held
after he addressed a political
meeting in Thu Due, just outside
Saigon. But he asserted that he
had no confidence in the Communists either in Vietnam or in
LtOfl .iiid said he feared that they
would continue to move men and
equipment down the Ho Chi Minh
Trail network through Laos.
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The Care And Feeding Of
Low-Calorie Snack! Popcorn
Popcorn is an ancient and
unique American crop. It is also
a veiy popular low calorie goody,
which can be consumer with
pleasure by young and old alike.
The exact place where popcorn originated is unknown, but
it developed from primitive types
of maize, probably in Mexico. It
was cultivated in prehistoric
times by the Early Peruvians,
the Aztecs in Mexico, and by several Indian tribes in North America. The oldest maize, thus far
known, was a popcorn discovered
in Bat Cave in New Mexico which
was estimated to date back to
2500 B. C.
It is certain that corn was
popped by the Indians long before
the coming of Columbus to the new
world. The practice seems to
have been more common among
the tribes of South and Central
America, than those of North
American. Ancient Peruvian
graves have yielded utensils
which were apparently used for
popping corn. In some cases,
actual specimens of popped
grains were present.
The exact reason why popcorn
pops is not known. It apparently
is associated with the very dense
texture of the kernel, and the
tough skin. These characteristics confine the steam generated by heat until it develops to
an explosive force. Then the
kernel burst open and expands
to 30 or 40 times its original
size.
You may think that only popcorn has the unique ability to pop.
This is not the case. Other types
of corn will explode in this manner, but none have the expansion
capacity of popcorn. Many flint
corn varieties will pop fairly
well, and some dent corn types
may pop feebly.
The moisture content of popcorn has a very important influence on how well it will pop.
About 14 per cent seems to be
optimum for best popping in oil
in an electric popper. A slightly higher moisture content may
be better for popping dry in a wire
popper.
The popcorn you buy at the
store has been processed to contain the best moisture content,
and is then sealed in a plastic
bag to retain this fine popping
condition. When you open the
package at home, store the surplus in a glass jar with a tight
lid. This will retain the correct
moisture supply and insure continued good popping.
For better results, your popper should be quite hot before the
corn is poured in. Popcorn at the
proper moisture content pops
best if the heat causes popping to
start in about one minute, and
when popping is completed in
about three minutes.
If your corn is so dry that it
does not pop well, sprinkle some
water into the jar, replace the lid
and shake thoroughly. Keep the
jar closed for at least a week to
allow the moisture to be absorbed
by the corn.
To secure an ideal moisture

level the com may be stored in a
tight container which has about an
inch depth of salt solution.
The large jar of corn is then
closed with a light cover. The
humidity of the atmosphere in the
large container will be such that
the moisture content of the popcorn will adjust to about 14 per
cent, and will remain at this desired level indefinitely.
Popcorn is not a good crop to
grow in the home vegetable garden. Pollen from it will seriously
reduce the quality of your sweet
corn. Therefore, it is best to buy
your popcorn from a store where
a product with good popping quality is readily available.
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have to attend this all-girl college. Grandmother
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H\ THERE ! I AM
ANJ APTERYX, A
WIN<3LESS BIRD
WITH HAIRY
FEATHERS.
HOW ABOUT A
LITTLE ACTION! ?

Home Ec Club
Installs New
Officers For '73
By JAN SCHAFFER
The Home Economics Club had
its installation of newly elected
officers on Thursday, February
22. The new officers are: Salli
Carson, president; Cydney Cherry, vice president; Marcia Ashing, secretary; Lois Fish,
treasurer; and Laura Pigg, historian.
The club had a dinner and
afterwards Brenda Burgess, the
out going president, gave a presentation on the American Home
Economics Association and the
Betty Lamp. She gave a brief
history of the A.H.E.A. and what
it means to homemakers. Today
the A.H.E.A. has 26,000 members in 50 states and in Puerto
Rico. One of the goals of it is
the improvement of homes and
values of home life.
The Betty Lamp is a symbol
of the A.H.E.A. It was used
as a common portable light in
colonial homes. The Home Economics Club had its own Betty
Lamp present at the meeting.
The old officers then came
forward and swore in the new
officers by a candlelight ceremony. The meeting was adjourned.
Salli Carson said that she
"would like to get more girls
from the Home Economic Department into the club."
The next club meeting is March

ACTION is a growing movement of volunteers out to help people
help themselves It's the Peace Corps and VISTA, helping people
overseas and right down the street Please don't crawl under a rock
Get into ACTION today

800-424-8580TOLL
FREE.
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. . . bringing her
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